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truly permission means anyone can

join and do

anything

1 Spam protection
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2 Adversary could meet the spam
protection methods

i e it creates a valid block

but not follow the protocol
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C mine the block at the

tip of the longest
chain

ii publish the blood as

soon as the mining is
successful

3 We looked at one strategy
called Private attack
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so the private attack work
only if
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i e adversary controls more

the half of the mining powe

other attacks are possible
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Pow difficulty level is set so

that one block every lo minutes
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If an attack is successful than

private
attack

is also successful
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a Adu got to k blocks first

Then adu waits torelease its
blocks until It hits k

b It gets to k first

A does a friate altall

I then forking can

happen naturally
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